The Board of the Austro-British Society (ABS) takes pleasure in inviting its members to
a very Scottish event

“I murder Hate”
Expect another Burns than usual, a Burns, who is deeply interested in current affairs especially the warlike conflicts of
his time, and that without Internet, TV, radio, press. And he voiced his opinion and opposition…

Celebrating the 260th Birthday of the famous Scottish bard, Robert Burns with
Scots-Viennese Songs by Robert Burns & Dieter Berdel.
The 19th Burns Night in Vienna
on
Friday, 25 January 2019 at 19:00 h
at
Schutzhaus Zukunft
Auf der Schmelz/verlängerte Guntherstraße
1150 Wien
U3/Johnstraße or Tram 9 Station Guntherstraße

The tickets are being paid for by the ABS!
Please register at your earliest convenience, but not later than 21 January 2019, via the link in the E-Mail. Once again, registration is
on the basis of "first come, first served".

Please register for our events only if you have the definite intention to attend. We expect and
request that you reliably cancel on events@oebrg.at if you are unable to attend even at short notice.

The Highlights:
Caledonian Pipes and Drums Burgenland

Cornelius Obonya (Burgtheater) reads and sings poems by Robert Burns, in Scots and Viennese, translated by
Dieter Berdel.
He is musically accompanied by the Artfolk-Trio Landor (The emotional narratives of Landor are multi-faceted:
they deal with socio-political issues, they travel the worlds and they fragment life and love and appeal to
humanity. An irresistible passion hovers over everything with its intense poesy and song.)
For the first time we hear the "Address to a Haggis" (flown in directly from Edinburgh!)- the fix point of every
Burns Suppers- in Viennese presented by Michael Pichal.
Moderation: Christoph Wellner (Radio Klassik)

Due to severe capacity restrictions this invitation is only for Members. This means unfortunately that Members
CANNOT invite Non-Members to accompany them as guests.
By attending this event you expressly agree to the publication of photographs, film and sound recordings taken in the course of that
function.

